
VERITAS
The Army HQ Planning & Forecasting Tool driving cost 
and efficiency savings across the equipment programme 

Our VERITAS product is a bespoke planning and forecasting 
tool currently used by Army HQ to drive cost and efficiency 
savings across the Land domain.

WHAT IS VERITAS?

Developed by our talented team alongside the Army HQ’s 
D-Programmes team, VERITAS provides a unique decision 
support tool that automates manually intensive processes for 
the Equipment Support Team, whilst providing a baseline from 
which military judgement can be used.

BENEFITS

COST & EFFICIENCY SAVINGS

PERFORMANCE MONITORING ROBUST SCENARIO MODELLING GREATER STAFF AUTONOMY

INSIGHTFUL DECISION-MAKING GREATER FORECASTING

Bridges the gap between
organisations, their people and
their clients by centralising and

sharing data.

Provides clear insight into supply
chain planning, transforms

decision-making and encourages 
a culture of transparency.

Enables organisations to forecast
operations effectively across
demand, supply and risk, by

exploiting data science.

An integrated solution to
performance & contract
management, enabling  

monitoring & improvement.

Provides a robust scenario
modelling capability enabling

organisations to quickly assess
the impact of decision-making.

Provides a dedicated support 
desk function, user guides and 

an in-built interactive help tool to 
enable staff to learn.

techmodal



CHOOSE FROM 
6 INDEPENDENT MODULES

FORECASTING
Businesses can combine, visualise and interrogate data across 
physical assets, providing a single view of status and availability at any 
level of detail, supporting asset decision making.

 

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
Gives management teams clear insight into supplier and department 
performance against performance levels. The Key Performance 
Indicator suite enables businesses to input and work with KPIs.

SCENARIO MODELLING
Gives businesses the ability to model and cost any potential 
commercial uncertainty, gaining valuable insight into how to mitigate 
a risk or seize an opportunity.

MUNITION PERFORMANCE
Our ammunition performance suite provides a detailed picture of 
ammunition supply chain performance. Users can assess demand, 
consumption and returns, and better understand supply chain 
performance.

 

ENGINEERING ANALYSIS
VERITAS enables businesses to get a big picture view of their fleet 
management processes. Users can view and analyse platform and 
fleet activity, maintenance, failures, and repair data.

 

STAFF TRAINING
VERITAS provides businesses with the capability to precisely cost, 
forecast and monitor staff training programmes, and view historic 
training data.


